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REMOTE CONTROL
WHEREVER YOU ARE, YOU’RE IN CONTROL

The TELETASK Infra-Red remote controls 
have a compact but eye-catching design. 
But it is more than that. For you it is 
your most convenient chair/bed control 
device. Manage your lights, curtains, 
temperature, music, etc… faster than 
using a mobile device (smart phone).

Because every TELETASK touch panel 
contains an infra-red receiver, the remote 
control can be used in all areas provided 
with a touch panel. Other TELETASK 
interfaces with IR receiver are also 
available for specific use (often used in 
combination with standard push buttons).

The TDS12501 mini remote control has 8 
control buttons. Although an eye- catching 
design, it is a non-disturbing little beauty 
on your table. The eight buttons, numbered 
from ‘1’ to ‘8’ control the basic functions 
which also appear on the touch panel on the 
wall. With the ‘house’ button pressed, the 1 
to 8 buttons become the ‘Master’ functions 
which are available throughout the house.

The TDS12502 remote control has the 
same design, but is larger and has more 
buttons. On top of the 8+8 functions 
from above, it has special buttons for 
audio-, temperature- (cooling/heating) 
and multi-colour light control (RGB).

For audio control, the special audio-related 
buttons on the remote control give the 
possibility to control each audio zone, 
select the desired audio source and 
volume (if your AV system is integrated).

ADVANTAGE
The advantage of using IR as communication 
medium, is the fact that IR signals are fast, 
harmless and are not working beyond 
any obstacles like walls and doors (like HF 
signals do). This means that the TELETASK 
remote control automatically adapts to 
the functions in the room where you are. 

If you want certain functions on your 
TELETASK touch panels and screens not to 
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Standard Remote Control (TDS12502)

be activated by the remote control, your 
system integrator can individually disable 
any remote control button. Also the opposite 
way of working is possible. This is particularly 
useful in public area’s or when you want to 
avoid children to activate certain functions. 

The two available remote control versions 
are very low power consuming, which 
guarantees you a long battery life. 

IMPORTANT REMARK 
!!! For security reasons the infrared 
control of door-opener and similar 
functions in rooms with windows (on the 
ground floor level) must be disabled. 

TECHNICAL:
Indoor use only

Range: > 10 meter (rooms up to 200m²; 
depending on receiver placement 
and sun light conditions)

Modulation Frequency: standard 38kHz 

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT:
(including battery)

TDS12501: 86 L x 33 W x 7 H (mm)  / 15 gr.
TDS12502: 175 L x 46W x  8 H (mm) / 40 gr.
BATTERY: 
standard Lithium CR2032 battery 
(available at general stores).

ORDER REFERENCE: 
TDS12501: Mini remote control
TDS12502: Standard remote control

Remote control with mobile devices, PC, 
Mac (local or from remote site) is available. 
“TTCloud” is a cloud based solution 
for secure remote control via mobile 
devices like a smart phone or tablet.

Main buttons controlling the same functions as 
the source you’re aiming at (ex. LATUS).

Selection buttons

Source selection buttons for audio and video

Shift buttons




